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of the Cooperative in 2012, we can
thank Franklin for this contribution
to American business and citizens.
Today, cooperatives in the United States
serve more than 120 million members.
Worldwide, some 750,000 cooperatives
serve more than 730 million members.
A cooperative is a business, ranging
in size from small store-fronts to large
Fortune 500 companies. They have much
in common with other businesses, but
they differ in several important ways. Coops are formed by their members when
the marketplace fails to provide needed
goods or services at affordable prices and
acceptable quality. Cooperatives empower
people to improve their quality of life and
enhance their economic opportunities
through self-help. Throughout the world,
cooperatives are providing co-op members
with financial services, utilities, consumer
goods, affordable housing, and other
services that would otherwise not be
available to them.
So in October, remember to thank
Benjamin Franklin for paving the way for
this great national tradition.
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Member Survey Results Report
From President Steve Rau

In May and early June of 2012, ECI REC hired a firm
to conduct a telephone survey of our members.
Overall, the Board was pleased to find that from
2009 to 2012, ECI REC’s overall satisfaction ranking
increased from 83.2% to an 83.8%.We would like to thank the 400 members who took the time to answer our survey questions. The information
we received will help us serve you better. More results are reported below.
ECI REC member-consumer satisfaction (percent of respondents that gave
at least 8 out of 10)
• 70% are satisfied that ECI REC fulfills expectations
• 75% believe ECI REC compares favorably to an “ideal” utility
• 78% would choose ECI REC as their electricity provider again
Use of ECI’s online tools:
• 81% are not likely to use social media (Facebook, Twitter, mobile phone
app) with ECI REC
• 29% are aware of ECI’s Facebook page
• 16% have used the Outage Map
• 12% have used Energy Audit or Calculator tools via ECI REC’s Web site
Top five most important duties of ECI REC, according to members (on a scale of 1–10):
Assists consumers affected
by storms or natural disasters
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How well ECI REC performs in the top five important duties, according to members:

CO-OPS FIRST DELIVERED
AFFORDABLE POWER TO RURAL
AMERICANS 75 YEARS AGO.
WHY STOP NOW?
October is Cooperative Month. And even though electric
co-ops have been around for awhile, we’re still finding
new ways for you to save money. Find out how the little
changes add up at TogetherWeSave.com.
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Explains how the Cooperative
works to prevent outages
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Helps consumers use electricity more efficiently
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